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About This Content

New treasure is available to be found in this third DLC for Fallen Enchantress: Legendary Heroes. Explore abandoned
graveyards and you may find a Cursed Bell which can be rung at desperate moments in battle. Treasure chests may contain a

Staff of the Serpent or a piece of Blood God armor. Design your custom sovereign with a Revenging Ring, Bunny Slippers and
other new items.

The Loot Pack adds all the following items to Fallen Enchantress: Legendary Heroes:

Weapons:

 Skath Longbow- Enchanted with the power of a Skath, it enables the Deadly Bite ability.

 Stag Longbow- Enchanted with the speed of the stag, allowing the wielder to fire early and often.
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 Gold Shortbow- A nobleman’s bow which grants additional experience to its wielder.

 Harridan Shortbow- This shortbow webs victims that are shot by it.

 Staff of the Serpent- This petrified form of a serpent shoots poison and can summon a Naja in battle.

 Staff of the Stag- A blessed staff with low attack but it can heal surrounding allies.

 Shadowbolt Staff- Magical staff that fires shadowbolts that damage and reduce the spell resistance of the target.

 Giant Lollipop- A massive lollipop with the Bash and Sugar Rush special abilities.

 Vorpal Blade- A longsword that crits with every attack.

 Possessed Axe- Cursed axe that strikes a random ally or enemy in range.

 Breathstealer- Dagger that silences anyone who is hit for 3 actions.

Armor and Rings:

 Bunny Slippers- Though they don’t provide any defense, but they do grant +10 Dodge and +20 Dodge when defending.
Plus they are really comfy.

 Silver Helm- This plate helm makes the wearer Immune to Swarm.

 Lucky Dice- Accessory that grants +5 accuracy, dodge and spell resistance.

 Lady Umber's Boots- Armored boot that grants +25 Defense when defending.

 Lady Umber's Cuirass- Plate cuirass that makes the wearer 30% immune to physical damage.

 Lady Umber's Greaves- Armored greaves that make the wearer 20% immune to physical damage.

 Lady Umber's Vambraces- Bladed gauntlets that double the damage done with critical hits.

 Blood God Helmet- Negates all damage to the wearer from Blood God armor.

 Blood God Cuirass- Cursed breastplate that enables the Anguish ability that does 8 damage to all surrounding units
(allies and enemies) and half that to the wearer.

 Blood God Greaves- Cursed greaves that do 2 damage to anyone striking the wearer and 1 damage to the wearer.

 Blood God Vambraces- Cursed vambraces that do 2 damage each time the wearer strikes an enemy and 1 damage to the
wearer.

 Blood God Boots- Cursed boots that double all damage (to the wearer and enemies) done by Blood God armor.

 Revenging Ring- Each time the wearer is struck the ring gains a charge. Release those charges to damage an opponent
equal to the amount of stored charges.

 Bishop’s Ring- Each time the wearer is struck the ring gets a charge. Release those charges to heal the user equal to the
amount of stored charges.
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Consumables:

 Dragon Teeth- Throw these teeth onto the ground to summon 3 skeletons in battle.

 Cursed Bell- When rung all units (allies and enemies) must resist or lose their next action.

 Scroll of Battle Cry- Using the scroll allows all of your allies to take an additional action in battle.

 Quicksilver Potion- Potion that gives the imbiber 3 actions.

 Bottled Wind- Uncorking this potion knocks the wielder and all adjacent units prone.

 Scroll of Imprison- Use the scroll to trap a unit in battle for 5 actions, and they take damage on each action.

 Scroll of Silence- Use the scroll to keep a unit from being able to cast for 3 turns.
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Title: Fallen Enchantress: Legendary Heroes - Loot Pack DLC
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Stardock Entertainment
Publisher:
Stardock
Franchise:
Elemental, Fallen Enchantress
Release Date: 4 Sep, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8 / 7 SP1 / Vista SP2 / XP SP3

Processor: 2.4 GHz Processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB DirectX 9.0c Compliant Video Card w/Pixel Shader 2.0 (Radeon x1600 / GeForce 6800)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes:

English,German,Polish,Russian
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fantastic arcade style mini golf type game which is very addictive and alot of fun :). 10 years later, still can't get this game to run
at 60 fps during the ice levels.

10/10 will try again after 10 years. Editing review after 11 hours of play*
*Edit Review after 90 hours..

The TL/DR
Edit*
After 90 hours, I definately got my monies worth. I could not be happier, updates have been consistent and dev actually listens
to community. Not bad for a 1 person team. Support this one get more great games from responsible dev's!

Buy it, its worth it.

My views:

I patiently waited for this game and had it on my wishlist followed for 3 months prior to its release. I agree that the game seems
early access as other reviewers have mentioned. However; what other reviewers are not talking about is the insane speed patches
come after a bug is reported in the forums. The developer is ontop of the game, more so than I have seen in other early
access/released games. Multiple updates a day! I have over 600+ games in my library, few are indie titles, and some early
access. Out of all of my games I see updates for this one most often and it just came out! That says something, I have had pre-
orders on almost all of my games (yes im that guy who pre-orders everything) and have never seen the speed of response shown
by this developer before!

About the game:

In Game Dev Studio every early decision is crucial if you make the wrong hire, place a desk in the wrong spot, or flop your first
game expect to be punished. This level of difficulty is refreshing as this game DOES NOT OFFER A SECOND CHANCE. It is
a brutally realistic concept, if your business fails your done, no loan will save you. I personally enjoy this level of difficulty in a
tycoon style game.

Early game:
Early play is frustrating, you will fail alot and restart from scratch. One of the ways I overcame the early parts is to save before
making a game incase of a Oh darn release. You can lose money on your games. I do not remember if it was possible to do so in
Game Dev Tycoon.

Mid Game:
This was the most fun for me as the building mechanic and second office mechanic were refreshing to see in the tycoon genre. I
honestly think this was the best implementation in Game dev stylized games I have ever seen; granted, it is buggy, but we will
get to that aspect. It is fun to start playing around with multiple teams working on different projects/patches/xpansions. And
very rewarding to watch your bank account increase beyond Art of Electronics wildest dreams and smash them into oblivion
with microtransactions, Muahahaha!

End game:
Like so many other games, the end game is just not there. Tech to research, engine updates, new genre combinations are just not
there. Also if you invest your games into only PC (I am PC 4 Life) you get no platform variation at the end. Competitors are
also non existent at this point since you basically smash them mid game. The fun in the end game for me was designing and
starting multiple offices and experimenting with team variations.

Value and Longevity of game:
*Note: this is before Mod support implementation and I am sure Mod's will only add to the value and longevity of this game*

I typically can defeat a tripple A title in a day to three days. Game Dev Studio took me 2 days to defeat. When you think about
value per play hour that averaged $0.81/hour (8.99/11 hours) I would personally say that is an amazing value as typically I
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average 4+/hour. Therefore I can only recommend it as an absolute buy at a sub 10.00 price point.

I truly do believe this game would have benefited from an early access period/beta. However; the game, did not get them so the
developer can only do what he can. Hindsight is 20/20 there is no reason to bash him for this as I can think of several * cough
Elex, THQ * games where in hindsight developers would have benefited from doing things differently. I can also think about
times in my own life where I would have done things differently.

The 0/10 Scores I would give:

Graphics 6/10 For indie
Story 5/10
Strategy 10/10
Depth 10/10
Audio 7/10
Tutorial No hand holding here 10/10
Patch Support 10/10

Overall:

58/70 = 82% favorable in my personal opinion. Horrid cluster\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 of bad design styles topped by the
worst use of typography ever seen.
User interface is a myth.. Fantastic game! Feels like a combination of Tequila's previous game "The Sexy Brutale" (a murder
mystery with time rewinding and multiple plot-lines running concurrently) and an immersive theater performance a'la "Sleep No
More".. Terrible graphics, I couldn't get them to work at all. Got stuck on just a black screen.
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+ Engaging story
+ Good voice acting
+ Pretty visuals
+ Plot twists
+ Satisfying puzzles
+ Great soundtrack
+ Good classic scifi theme. Excellent game.. This is the third Sherlock Holmes game I've played, the others being "The
Awakened" (released before Nemesis) and then "versus Jack the Ripper" (released after Nemesis). And it is by far the worst one
so far.

You know those boring hidden object games, were the game puts you in front of a small screen and tells you which objects to
find? This is similar, but instead the game puts you into a huge open space without even telling you what you have to do or look
for.
At on point, for example, you're in a huge square that takes ~2 minutes to surround entirely, NOT counting the inside, the few
sidepaths, the stairs you can climb and the buildings you can enter. And here you have to find... 4 small birds.

It leads to tedious running in circles for ages because you miss small objects, or a stair you can ascend, or a door you can open.
This happens 5 or 6 times in this game.

What makes is worse is the fact that Nenemis repeats one of the flaws of "The Awakening" which almost killed the game for
me back then: The riddles are too linear. And that's a problem especially regarding items. Sometimes you click an item that
looks important, but you can only look at it. You proceed until you solve the next step of the puzzle, and suddenly there's
nothing to do. You walk around this huge open area and you've already clicked everything there is to click. What did you miss?
Nothing, actually. It's simply this: The item you wanted to pick up before, but only could look at, you can suddenly pick up. And
as you don't know this (why would I try picking something up that I couldn't pick up before?), you spent even more ages running
in circles like an idiot.

This makes kind of sense from a narration's perspective, but NOT in an adventure game.

All of this tediousness is interrupted by ridiculous riddles. Sometimes you have to answer questions to proceed, but the answers
are simply too strict. You learn that you have to find a specific painting in a gallery and the game wants you to tell Watson about
it. You try the name of the ship, the ship model, the name of the admiral on the ship, the countries involved, the name of the
battle, the location, even the name of the painting... nothing works. The correct answer is: boat
Some other annoying things like sliding puzzles (hate them!) and jigsaw puzzles (you can solve it in your inventory, but when
you put the puzzles tiles on the correct place and put it together there, it additionally rotates the tiles... just why?) and a horrible
weaving puzzle that is pure trial & error.

The whole plot is laughable and barely makes any sense.

"The Awakening" was, despite many flaws, quite enjoyable. "Sherlock Holmes vs Jack the Ripper" was a great game that
improved on almost every single feature. But this one I didn't enjoy even a minute.. This game definitely has atmosphere, and
works very, very well to ramp up the tension about what the hell is going on. Very fun, and a good scare.. Super simple but quite
challenging game, it's a mobile port but it's good if you are into this type of time wasters :). Great utility that should be native,
but well worth the few bucks.. It is awsome!. It does not work on CV1. Boring and it doesn't make sense. Ridiculously
overpriced, I wouldn't even play it if it were free! Don't buy!. I usually don't like point & click games but I bought this as soon
as it came out. And today was the day I finally desided to play it. It was amazing. I love the story and the characters so far and
the music blew me away. The game is also very beautifully drawn, but I expected nothing less from my favourite artists.
Can't wait for more chapters to come out!
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